DESIGN WATER KETTLE
POUR OVER ADVANCED

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Item No. 42329 » Design Water Kettle Pour Over Advanced «

READ AND OBSERVE INSTRUCTIONS
FOR USE! FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS!

Model and attachments are subject to change!

Deutsch
English
www.gastroback.de

We attach a certain importance to your safety. Thus, we ask you to read all provided
instructions and information in this booklet carefully and completely, before you start
running the appliance. This will help you to know all functions and properties of your
new appliance. We especially ask you to adhere strictly to the safety information
mentioned in these instructions.

IMPORTANT NOTE - PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE YOU USE THE DEVICE!
All GASTROBACK® products are intended for food processing of food products and
groceries. For reasons of health protection and hygiene, products that are used
on a daily basis or used only once, are not allowed to be returned. Check the
goods just as you would do in a retail store.
You only have to pay for a possible loss in value of the goods, if this loss of value
is due to a non-necessary for the examination of the nature, characteristics and function of the goods handling.
An unnecessary way to check the nature, characteristics and function of the goods
is the processing of food products or groceries into food and drinks.
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DEAR CUSTOMER!
Your new, cordless » Design Water Kettle Pour Over Advanced « is designed for
heating clear drinking water to any desired temperature from 40°C to 100°C
(104-212°F). The high-grade thermostat system ensures safe operation and the
actual temperature in the kettle is shown on the LED display. Use the keep warm
function for keeping the water at the set temperature for up to 2 hours. Via the
narrow gooseneck spout, precise pouring is enabled without splashing.
The information in this booklet will easily and quickly inform you on the helpful
benefits of your new » Design Water Kettle Pour Over Advanced «.
Your GASTROBACK GmbH

IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
Carefully read all instructions before operating this appliance
and save the instructions for further reference. Do not attempt
to use this appliance for any other than the intended use, described in the
instructions. Any other use, especially misuse, can cause severe injuries or
damage by electric shock, high temperature, or fire. These instructions are
an essential part of the appliance. Do not pass the appliance without this
booklet to third parties.
Any operation, repair, exchange, and technical maintenance of the
appliance or any part of it (e.g. power cord) other than described in
these instructions may only be performed at an authorised service
centre. Please contact your vendor.
GENERAL SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

• Appliances can be used by persons with reduced physical, sensory or
mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge if they have
been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance
in a safe way and understand the hazards involved. Children shall
not play with the appliance.
• If the kettle is overfilled, boiling water may be ejected.
WARNING

– Avoid spillage on the connector.

• The heating element surface is subject to residual heat after use.
• Do not leave the appliance unattended, when it is connected to
the power supply. Always unplug the power base, before moving or
cleaning, or when the appliance is not in use. Do not hold the power
base at the power cord for moving it. Always remove the kettle from
the power base for moving the appliance.
• This appliance is for household use only and NOT intended for use in
moving vehicles. Do not operate or store the appliance in humid or wet
areas or outdoors. Any use of accessories, attachments or spare parts
that are not recommended by the manufacturer or damaged may result
in injuries to persons and/or damage. Only use the kettle in combination
with the dedicated power base. Do not use any parts of the appliance
with any other device or for any purpose not described in this booklet.
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• Check the entire appliance regularly for proper operation (e.g. leaks,
damage to the power cord or power connector and power socket).
Do not attempt to operate the appliance, when the appliance or any
part of it is likely to be damaged, and/or not working properly, or
when it has been subject to inadmissible strain (e.g. overheating, short
circuit, moisture in the power base). If malfunction occurs during operation, immediately unplug the appliance. If in doubt, get in contact with
an authorized service centre for examination and/or repair. Do not
attempt to repair any parts of the appliance on your own.
• Do not place the appliance or any part of it on or near hot surfaces
(e.g. burner, heater, oven). Always keep the appliance in sufficient
distance to the edge of the table or counter. For operation, do not
place any clothes or tissue or other foreign objects under or on the
appliance, to avoid risk of overheating, fire, and electric shock. The
working space must be resistent against heat and moisture.
• For operation, leave at least 1 m of free space above the appliance
and at least 20 cm of free space on each side, to avoid damage due
to steam and hot water. Do not operate the appliance under overhanging boards and drop-lights or near any delicate objects (e.g. curtains).
• This appliance can be used by persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge,
including children aged from 8 years on, if they have been given
supervision or instruction concerning the use of the appliance in a
safe way and understand and handle with the hazards involved.
Even cleaning may not be done by children younger than 8 years.
Children must always be supervised to ensure that they do not play
with the appliance or any part of it or the packaging. Do not leave
the appliance or any part of it unattended, when they are in reach of
children younger than 8 years or animals.
• Use the appliance for heating clear drinking water only. For descaling, only use the descalers mentioned in this booklet. Do not fill in
any other liquids, additives, or any food. For operation, always keep
the filling level within the kettle between 0.2 litres (“MIN / 0.2L”) and
1.0 litre (“MAX / 1.0L”). Do not operate the appliance, while the
kettle is empty. Always keep the lid closed during operation.
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• Clean and descale the appliance regularly to avoid overheating (see:
‘Care and Cleaning’).
IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS FOR ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

The appliance is heated electrically. Connect the appliance directly to a
protected mains power supply with protective conductor (earth/ground)
properly. The used power outlet must be connected separately from other
power outlets. Ensure that the voltage rating of your mains power supply
corresponds to the voltage requirements of the appliance (220 - 240 V ~,
50 - 60 Hz, rated for at least 16 A). Other electrical appliances may not
be operated simultaneously at the same power outlet to avoid overloading your power supply. The installation of a residual current operated
circuit breaker (r.c.c.b.) with a maximum rated residual operating current
of 30 mA in the supplying electrical circuit is strongly recommended. If in
doubt, contact your electrician for further information.
• In various foreign countries, the specifications for power supplies are
subject to incompatible norms. It is possible that power supplies in
foreign countries do not meet the requirements for safe operation of
the appliance. Before operating the appliance abroad, ensure that
safe operation is possible.
• Do not use any desk top multi socket outlet, external timer, remote
control systems or extension cord. The used power outlet must always
be accessible during operation.
• Before use, always completely unwind the power cord. Do not place
the appliance on a power cord. The power cord may not touch hot
surfaces, moving parts, or sharp edges. Power cords may never be
knotted, twisted, pulled, strained or squeezed. Do not let the plug or
power cord hang over the edge of the table or counter. Ensure that
no one will pull the appliance by the power cord. Always grasp the
plug for disconnecting the appliance from the power supply.
• The electrical connectors of the kettle, base, and the power plug must
be clean and smooth without discolouration. Always keep the electrical connectors absolutely dry! Do not poke in the electrical connectors. When they are damaged or polluted in any way, the appliance
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may not be used again to avoid overheating an fire. Do not touch the
appliance or power plug with wet hands, while the appliance is live.

fully to avoid spilling. Always keep the lid closed during operation
and when the water is boiling or is very hot still, to avoid scalding.

• Always wipe off spilled liquids immediately. Do not operate or place the
appliance on wet, inclined, or uneven surfaces or on metal surfaces (e.g.
sink) or in a tablet or tub. Do not place or immerse the power base or
kettle in any liquids or let liquids run onto the power base or exterior of
the kettle. Always ensure that the working surface and power base are
completely dry, before connecting the power base to the power supply.

• Always leave the appliance cool down to room temperature and
empty the kettle completely, before cleaning or storing the appliance.

• Always remove the kettle from the base for filling or pouring.
• Before placing the kettle onto the power base, always ensure that
the exterior of the kettle is absolutely dry. When liquids run out during operation, or accumulate under the power base, do not touch the
appliance, but immediately unplug the appliance. Thereafter, clean
the appliance and let it dry naturally for at least 1 day (see: 'Care and
Cleaning'). If in doubt, check the kettle for leakage.
• Do not place any parts of the appliance into an automatic dishwasher.

• Do not hold your hands or any foreign objects into the kettle, while the
kettle is placed on the power base and/or may be still hot.
• The appliance is NO temperature measuring device. The accuracy of the
displayed temperature is adapted to its intended use for heating water and
not suited for special purpose (e.g. preparing drinks for invalid persons or
babies). Always check the temperature before feeding and/or consuming.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Model:
Power supply:
Maximum power consumption:
Length of power cord:

HIGH TEMPERATURE – RISK OF BURNS

Weight:

The Design Water Kettle Pour Over Advanced is an electrically heated
water kettle and equipped with an electric heating plate for heating drinking water at the maximum to the boil. Therefore, on improper use, the
appliance may cause severe burns, scalds and damage.
• During operation, even with the lid closed properly, hot steam could
escape via the steam vents on top of the kettle, and splashes of hot
water may escape from the spout. To avoid scalds due to steam and
splashes: do not hold your face or other parts of your body over,
under, or directly near the appliance during operation or during pouring and while the appliance is still hot. Do not block the steam vents!
• Even the exterior of the appliance may be very hot during operation
and some time thereafter. Only touch the kettle at the handles (kettle
and lid), when it may be hot. Before pouring, wait until the water has
stopped boiling. DO NOT turn the kettle upside down for pouring!
Otherwise, the lid may fall off with hot water shooting out. Pour careEN 8

Dimensions:
Capacity:
Temperature range:
Time until automatic shut-off:

Item No.: 42329 Design Water Kettle Pour Over Advanced
220 - 240 V ~, 50 - 60 Hz, at least 16 A
1200 W
approx. 75 cm (29 inch)
approx. 1.45 kg
Kettle: approx.290 mm x 150 mm x 180 mm
Base: approx.190 mm x 210 mm x 45 mm
(width x depth x height)
min.: 0.2 litres (200 ml)
max.: 1.0 litre (1000 ml)
40 - 100 °C (104 - 210 °F)
without keep warm function: max. 6.5 minutes
keep warm function: approx. 2 hours

Certification:
NOTE
As a result of continuous improvements, the design and specifications of the product
may differ slightly to the unit illustrated on the packaging.
These specifications may change without notice.
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KNOWING YOUR WATER KETTLE
1

PROPERTIES OF YOUR WATER KETTLE
Your new water kettle Design Water Kettle Pour Over Advanced is designed for
heating clear drinking water to any desired temperature from 40 °C to 100 °C
(104 - 212°F).

2

•	You can cancel any running heating cycle by pressing the ON/OFF button
(display and button area get dark).
•	
Cordless operation: The kettle is connected to the power supply by simply placing it onto the power base. It may be turned on the base to any orientation.

3

•	High-grade thermostat system ensures safe operation.
•	Precise pouring due to the narrow gooseneck spout.
•	Due to the leak-free closing lid, the water will not run out at the rim of the kettle
during pouring.

4

•	
Steam vents in the kettle ensure that the water will not run out at the spout during heating.

5
11

•	
LED display: The appliance shows the actual water temperature, the set temperature and the currently running function.

PORCELAIN FILTER

6

•	
Acoustic signals indicate your entries and when the set temperature is reached.

1

LID: does not fall off during pouring

2

STEAM VENTS for avoiding excessive splashing during heating

3

1.0 litres stainless steel KETTLE with thermally insulated HANDLE

4

POWER CONNECTOR at the KETTLE BASE

5

POWER BASE with POWER SOCKET and OPERATING ELEMENTS

6

BUTTON AREA

7

ON/OFF BUTTON: press here for switching the appliance on or off.

8

BOIL BUTTON: starts the heating process for boiling water.

9

KEEP WARM BUTTON: keeping the water warm for max. 2 hours.

•	
Heating the water to the boil via the “Boil” button. The heating cycle is terminated, when 100°C (212°F) are reached.
•
FILLING LEVEL MARKINGS
„MIN / 0.2L“ and „MAX / 1.0L“
at the interior of the kettle
8

9
7

10

10 ADJUSTMENT BUTTONS „+“ AND „–“: for setting the desired temperature.
11
11 DISPLAY
12 BOIL ICON: illuminated, when the boil function is running.
13 KEEP WARM ICON: illuminated, when the keep warm function is running.
14 ACTUAL TEMPERATURE
25 SET TEMPERATURE
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12

13
14
15

Temperature control: Set the desired temperature from 40 °C to 99 °C (104 °F
to 210 °F). The heating cycle is switched off automatically, when the set temperature is reached.

•	
Keep warm function: Press the “Keep Warm” button and set the desired temperature from 40°C to 99°C (104-210°F). The kettle heats up to the set temperature and keeps the selected temperature for up to 2 hours. You may remove the
kettle from the base for up to 5 minutes without cancelling the function.
•	
Automatic shut-off: The kettle cancels operation automatically,
– when it is removed from the power base, while it is heating up,
– when the set temperature is reached (without keep warm function),
– at the latest after 2 hours (with keep warm function), or
– w hen the kettle is removed for more than 5 minutes (with keep warm
function). After the automatic shut-off, you may start operation again at
once (see: ‘Operation’).
•	
Energy saving mode: Without any entries, the appliance dims the display and
button area after approx. 6 minutes for decreasing the energy consumption.
When the appliance is idle for approx. 10 minutes, the appliance switches off
and an acoustic signal reminds you to unplug the appliance.
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OPERATION
BOIL-DRY PROTECTION
When the filling level is too low, the heating cylcle may be terminated prematurely
and unusual large amounts of steam may escape from the spout. Maybe a bubbling
noise is heard. In this case, add a sufficient amount of water—at least 200ml.
When the boil-dry protection has been triggered, “E3” is shown on the display. In
this case, switch off the base via the “ON/OFF” button, remove the kettle, open the
lid and wait for approx. 15 minutes. Thereafter you may use the kettle again quite
normally.
IMPORTANT - For preserving a long lifetime of the kettle, avoid leaving the kettle
run dry. However, when this happened exceptionally, we strongly advice to avoid pouring cold water immediately onto the overheated heating plate. Leave the
kettle cool down first. Always ensure that there are always at least 200ml of water
in the kettle, during operation. Especially, when keeping the water warm at high
temperature for a prolonged time, intermediately contol the filling level and add
water in time.

BEFORE FIRST USE
WARNING – DO NOT let children play with the appliance, or any part
of it, or the packaging! Do not leave the appliance unattended, when it is in
reach of children younger than 8 years and animals. Always unplug the power
base, before cleaning. Do not immerse the power base, power cord, or kettle
in water or other liquids or pour any liquids on these parts. Do not place the
appliance or any part of it in an automatic dishwasher.
1.

 npack the appliance and all accessories carefully. Check that no parts are
U
damaged or missing (see: ‘Knowing Your Water Kettle’). Carefully remove all
shipping materials and promotional materials. However, do not remove the
model label at the bottom of the power base or kettle.

2.

 efore first use and after a prolonged period of storage, thoroughly rinse the
B
interior of the kettle. Then fill the kettle with 1 litre clear, cold tap water up to
the “MAX / 1.0L” marking.

3.

Let the kettle heat the water via the “Boil” button until the heating cycle is terminated automatically (see: ‘Operation’). Discard the water and rinse the interior
of the kettle again. Thereafter, the kettle is ready for use.
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WARNING – Do not leave the appliance unattended, while it is connected
to the power supply. Ensure that the filling level is between 200ml and 1000ml.
When the kettle is overfilled, large amounts of hot water may splash out. Only fill
in clear drinking water. Do not heat any food or foreign objects via the appliance.
During operation and some time thereafter as well as during pouring, hot steam
and some splashes of hot water may escape. Even the exterior of the kettle may
get hot. Only touch the kettle and lid at the handle, while they may be hot. If there
are any liquids running out during operation, immediately unplug the power base
and remove the kettle from the power base.
IMPORTANT - When heating hard water, scale will accumulate at the interior of
the kettle. Deposits of scale may cause overheating and excessive energy loss.
Clean and descale the kettle regularly (see: ‘Care and Cleaning’).
IMPORTANT - Always close the lid for operation. With the lid open, the automatic shut-off may not operate properly due to high energy loss. Possibly, the heating
cycle will not be terminated at all.
1.	Remove the kettle from the power base and pull out the lid. Fill the kettle with the
required amount of drinking water (200-1000 ml; filling level “MIN / 0.2L” to
“MAX / 1.0L”, approx. 1 inch below the upper rim). Close the lid. Ensure that
the exterior of the kettle is dry.
2.	Unwind the power cord completely. Place the kettle onto the power base. Connect the appliance to the power supply. The ON/OFF button illuminates.
3.	Press the ON/OFF button. All buttons and the actual temperature “Temp” and
preset temperature (“Set 40°C”) illuminate.
4.	
Heating the water to the boil: Press the “Boil” button. The kettle starts heating
immediately. The appliance will terminate the heating cycle automatically, when
100°C (212°F) is reached.
5.	
Heating the water to a preset temperature: Press the adjustment button (“+”
or “–”), until the desired temperature is shown on the display (40-99 °C; 104210°F). Approx. 4 seconds after your last entry, the set temperature starts flashing and the kettle starts heating the water. As soon as the set temperature is
reached, a beep sounds and the heating cycle is terminated automatically.
NOTE
When keeping the buttons pressed, the temperature on the display runs on until
you release the button. You can change the set temperature via the adjustment
buttons, whenever you like—even during operation.
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6.	
Keeping the water at the set temperature: Press the “Keep Warm” button. If
required, set the desired temperature (40-99°C; 104-210°F) via the adjustment
buttons “+” or “–”. The kettle heats the water to the set temperature shown on the
display and keeps this temperature up to 2 hours. Thereafter, the heating cycle
is terminated automatically.
NOTE

Problem

Reason

A severe problem occurred. Immediately unplug the appliance. Get in contact with your
vendor.
The display is illuminated
but the kettle does not
heat.

The kettle is not placed
correctly on the power
base.

– Turn the kettle a little.
– Check the electrical connectors (base, kettle and power
plug) against pollution, discolouration and corrosion.
Do not attempt to operate the appliance with the
electrical connectors or power cord damaged in
any way! Get in contact with your vendor.

No function selected.

You need to press at least 1 button for starting a function.
This holds even for warming up the water to the default temperature (40°C). In this case, press an adjustment button
(“+” or “–”; see: ‘Operation’).

The boil-dry protection has
been triggered. “E3” is
shown on the display. The
kettle is empty.

Remove the kettle from the base. Open the lid and wait
approx. 15 minutes. Then try again.
Always ensure that the filling level reaches
the “MIN / 0.2L” marking (approx. 200ml).

No entry has been made
for more than approx. 6
minutes

The energy saving mode is activated (see: ‘Properties of
Your Water Kettle’). This is normal operation.

Via the “Keep Warm” button, you may switch the keep warm function on and
off. The function is activated, when the keep warm icon is shown on the display.
IMPORTANT - Ensure that there are always at least 200ml of water in the kettle.
Especially, when keeping the water warm at high temperature for a prolonged
time, the filling level may drop significantly due to evaporation. Intermediately
contol the filling level and add water in time.

WARNING – Please keep in mind that the appliance is no temperature

measuring device. The accuracy of the displayed temperature is adapted to its
intended use for heating water and not suited for special purpose (e.g. preparing
food and beverages for invalid persons or babies). Always check the temperature
before feeding and/or consuming.
7.	
After usage: Press the ON/OFF button for switching off the appliance. If you
do not wish to use the appliance again, unplug the appliance. Remove the
kettle from the power base and wait until the water stops boiling. Pour the water
carefully. Do not leave the water cool down within the kettle, to avoid excessive
build-up of scale deposits in the kettle.
NOTE
You may place the kettle onto the power base, when the kettle is not in use.
However, always unplug the power base, when the appliance is not in use.

SOLVING PROBLEMS
Sollten während der Arbeit Probleme auftreten, dann finden Sie hier Lösungen.
Problem

Reason

Emergency stop required?
The appliance is plugged
in but the display stays
completely dark.
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No connection to the
power supply.

The display tones down
during operation.

Large amounts of steam
To little water in the
escape from the spout. The- kettle.
re may be a bubbling noise.

For operation, always ensure that at least 200ml water are
in the kettle (“MIN / 0.2L” marking; approx. 1 inch above
the heating plate). Add a sufficient amount of water in time.

Water splashes out at the
upper rim of the kettle.

The kettle is overfilled.

Unplug the appliance and carefully remove the kettle from
the base. Thoroughly dry the base and working space.
Pour out some water. The filling level may not protrude
the “MAX / 1.0L” marking (at least 1 inch below the
rim of the kettle). Do not overfill the kettle!

The heating cycle is terminated, before the water
is boiling.

Too little water in the
kettle.

FIll the kettle with a sufficient amount of water. The filling level must lie between 0.2L and 1.0L.
When using the keep warm function at high
temperature, please ensure to check the filling level in time.

Too many scale deposits
on the heating plate.

To avoid overheating, descale the kettle in time (see:
‘Care and Cleaning’).

The electical connectors
of the base or kettle are
damaged, moist or burnt.

Immediately unplug the appliance. Return the appliance to
an authorised service centre for examination and repair.
Always keep the electrical connectors absolutely dry.

The Solution

Immediately unplug the appliance.
– Is the power plug connected correctly to the power outlet?
– Is the power cord undamaged?
– Check the electrical connectors (base, kettle and power
plug) against pollution, discolouration and corrosion.
– Is the power outlet live? Connect a lamp.

The Solution
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CARE AND CLEANING
Problem

Reason

The Solution

The water is boiling, but
the heating cycle runs on

After first bubbles appear,
some time is required for
reaching the maximum
temperature.

This is normal. The time duration until the heating cycle
is terminated depends on the amount of water in the
kettle. Please, observe the actual temperature on the
display.

The lid is missing or not
closed correctly.

For operation, the lid must be closed correctly. Otherwise,
the automatic shut-off cannot work properly (see: ‘Operation’).

You operate the kettle
on the mountains. In this
case, the automatic shutoff may be inoperable,
because the highest temperatures cannot be reached at all.

– Cancel the heating cycle manually.
– Select a lower temperature via the adjustment buttons
(see: ‘Operation’).

You did not activate the
keep warm function.

For using the keep warm function, you need to press the
“Keep Warm” button. Check the keep warm icon on the
display.

You have removed the
kettle from the base for
more than 5 minutes.

After 5 minutes with the kettle removed, the base cancels the keep warm function automatically. Replace the
kettle and start the function again.

The keep warm function
has been active for more
than 2 hours.

The maximum time for this function is 2 hours. If
required, start the function again.

The keep warm function
does not work.

“E3” is shown on the
display.

2. 	You may wash the lid in warm dishwater and thoroughly rinse with clear water.

The boil-dry protection has Remove the kettle from the base and open the lid. Leabeen triggered. The kettle ve the kettle cool down for approx. 15 minutes. Thereis empty.
after you may use it again.

The remaining voltage in
the appliance is sufficient
for a while, due to very
low energy consumption
of the display.

IMPORTANT - Descale the kettle, when scale deposits cover the heating plate
(refer to the following section).
1. 	Leave the kettle cool down completely. Then rinse the interior of the kettle with clear
water. Regularly, clean the interior of the kettle via a soft nylon brush or soft cloth.

Always ensure that the filling level reaches
the “MIN / 0.2L” marking (approx. 200ml).
Display and buttons stay
illuminated after unplugging the appliance.

WARNING – Always ensure that the appliance and all its parts are out of
reach of children younger than 8 years and animals. Always unplug the appliance
and leave the kettle cool down, before cleaning the appliance. Do not immerse or
place the power base, power cord or kettle in water or any other liquid. Do not spill or
drip any liquids on the exterior of the appliance to avoid risk of fire and electric shock.
DO NOT place any part of the appliance in an automatic dishwasher. Always keep
the electrical connectors absolutely dry. Do not poke in the electric connectors. For cleaning the appliance or any parts of it, DO NOT use any hard or sharp-edged objects,
scouring pads or abrasive or corrosive cleaning agents (e.g. bleach, solving agents).

This is normal operation and no need for being concerned.

3. 	Clean the power base, power cord, and exterior of the kettle using a slightly
damp cloth that does not drip. Thereafter, wipe dry all parts and leave them
dry naturally for approx. 30 minutes.
DESCALING THE KETTLE

CAUTION – Only use food-safe descalers that are suited for water kettles
and similar appliances. Other types of descaler may damage your health and the
surfaces and seals of the kettle.
WARNING – Do not breath in the vapours of any type of descaler to avoid
damage to your respiratory tracts. Ensure sufficient ventilation during descaling.
We recommend the Gastroback Premium Descaler (Art.-No.: 98175), containing special additives for preserving the metal surfaces thus maintaining high performance of
our appliances. Mix the descaling solution according to the instructions on the package. Alternatively, you may use a solution of 250ml plain vinegar and 750ml water.
1. 	Fill 1 Liter descaling solution into the kettle. Close the lid. Leave the descaler
within the kettle for at least 1 hour. With large amounts of scale on the heating
plate, leave the kettle standing overnight.
2. 	Empty the kettle and thoroughly rinse the interior with clear tap water.
3. 	Repeat the complete procedure, if there are still scale deposits on the heating plate.
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WARRANTY
4. 	Fill 1 Liter clear tap water into the kettle and let the kettle operate via the “Boil”
function (see: ‘Operation’). After automatic shut-off, discard the water and rinse
the interior of the kettle again, ensuring that the smell of the descaler is gone.
Thereafter, the kettle is ready for use again.

STORAGE
Before storing the appliance for a prolonged time, clean the appliance and all its
parts to awoid the build-up of algae and germs on the surfaces (see: ‘Care and
Cleaning’). Do not hold the power base at the power cord for moving the power
base. Remove the kettle first. Otherwise, the kettle may fall down.

We guarantee that all our products are free of defects at the time of purchase. Any
demonstrable manufacturing or material defects will be to the exclusion of any further
claim and within 2 years after purchasing the appliance free of charge repaired or
substituted. There is no Warranty claim of the purchaser if the damage or defect
of the appliance is caused by inappropriate treatment, over loading or installation mistakes. The Warranty claim expires if there is any technical interference of a
third party without a written agreement. The purchaser has to present the sales slip
in assertion-of-claim and has to bear all charges of costs and risk of the transport.
Restricted use of this appliance in the staff area of offices, guest houses, cafés,
baker's shops, and similar facilities is possible. In this case the warranty period is
reduced to 1 year.

Place the appliance and its parts on a stable surface, where they are protected
against inadmissible strain (e.g. mechanical or electric shock, dirt, frost, direct sunlight) and out of reach of children younger than 8 years and animals. Do not place
any hard or heavy objects on or in the appliance or any part of it.

Note

The power cord may never be knotted, twisted, pulled, strained or squeezed. Lay it
loosely around the power base. Do not let the power cord hang down.

GASTROBACK GmbH, Gewerbestr. 20, D-21279 Hollenstedt, Germany.

Do not use any parts of the appliance for any other appliance or for any purpose
that is not described in these instructions.

NOTES FOR DISPOSAL
Do not dispose of electrical appliances as unsorted municipal waste. Dispose of the appliance and packaging must be effected in accordance with
the corresponding local regulations and requirements for electrical appliances and packaging. Use separate collection facilities. For further information, please contact your local disposal company. When replacing old appliances
with new once, the retailer is legally obligated to take back your old appliance for
disposal at least for free of charge.

INFORMATION AND SERVICE
Please check www.gastroback.de for further information. For technical support, please
contact GASTROBACK® Customer Care Center by phone: +49 (0)4165/22 25-0
or e-mail info@gastroback.de.
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Customers from Germany and Austria: For repair and service, please send
GASTROBACK® products to the following address:
Customers from other countries: Please contact your dealer.
Please agree that we cannot bear the charge of receipt. Submission of appliances:
Please ensure packing the appliance ready for shipment without accessories. Add
the sales slip and a short fault description. The processing time after receipt of the
defective appliance will be approx. 2 weeks; we will inform you automatically. After
the warranty period, please send defective appliances to the given address. You
will get a free quotation and, thereafter, can decide, whether we shall repair the
appliance to the costs possibly accrued, send back the defective appliance for free
of charge, or dispose of the appliance for free of charge.
HOUSEHOLD USE
The appliance is intended for household use only and NOT suited for commercial,
industrial or trade usage. Do not attempt to use this appliance in any other way or
for any other purpose than the intended use, described in these instructions. Any
other use is regarded as unintended use or misuse, and can cause severe injuries
or damage. There is no warranty claim of the purchaser if any injuries or damages
are caused by unintended use.
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